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•  Install all of the software yourself 
–  SSW/OSPEX 
–  RMFIT 
–  LAT Science Tools 
–  XSPEC 
–  Nicola’s Scripts 
–  Lots of sub-packages (gfortran, gsl, python, scipy, numpy, etc.) 

•  Keep using the Virtual Machine  
–  IDL license expires Aug 31, 2012 
–  You can use your own license 
–  If you pay for VMWare or Virtualbox, there are nice added features 

like cut and paste, easily moving files, etc. 
•  Either way, you have to keep the software updated yourself 

–  Science tools ~1-2 times per year (signup for fermisoft email list to 
get notified) 

–  SSW update 



•  http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/science/mtgs/workshops/
da2012_solar/instructions.html   



•  SSW/OSPEX 
–  Needs IDL 
–  Can run on any platform (Windows, Mac, Linux) 

•  RMFIT 
–  Needs IDL and fortran 
–  Only runs on Mac, Linux 
–  There is a version that does not need an IDL license, it uses 

an IDL virtual machine (not to be confused with our 
FermiVM) 

–  There is a version (ver33pr7) on user contributed site: 
•  http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/user/ 
•  The version on VM is ver41rc4 (unreleased version) 

–  New version to be released by GBM team in coming weeks 



•  LAT Analysis 
–  Science Tools – only on Mac/Linux 
–  Nicola’s Python Scripts – available on workshop FTP site 

•  XSPEC (for joint fitting) 
–  Part of HEASARC FTOOLs 
–  Only works on Mac/Linux 



•  If you already have an IDL license on your laptop and it is for 
IDL v8.1 or higher 
–  sftp or scp that file to your VM 
From within the VM 
scp myname@mymachine.nasa.gov:/usr/local/itt/license/

license.dat /user/local/itt/license/ 
Then your IDL should just work with your machine license 

•  If you use a floating license (like we do at GSFC) 
–  Edit the .tcshrc file on the VM 
–  Add the following line (e.g. for astrophysics division) 
setenv IDL_LMGRD_LICENSE_FILE 1700@milkyway.gsfc.nasa.gov 



•  Coming Soon … FSSC Analysis Threads on Solar Flares 
–  Based on this workshop 
–  http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/scitools/ 

•  Questions after workshop 
–  SSW/OSPEX 

•  Kim Tolbert (anne.k.tolbert@nasa.gov) 
•  Richard Schwartz (richard.schwartz@nasa.gov) 

–  RMFIT 
•  Michael Briggs (michael.briggs@nasa.gov) 

–  Science Tools 
•  fermihelp@milkyway.gsfc.nasa.gov 
•  Nicola Omodei (nicola.omodei@stanford.edu) 


